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Abstract: In this project, a five level multiple-pole structure
based a simple model is designed to improve power factor, to
reduce total harmonic distortion and the efficiency improve by
using reducing number of components counts. The proposed
method is used to design this project is five-level/multiple-pole
multilevel unity power rectifier (5L-M2UPFR). There are
several method that has already been design which give better
response but with more number of component counts. By this
method, the unity power and input current shaping is achieved
with reduced number of measurement components. Some
addition controller is used in the implementation of grid
voltage observer to get dynamic response and under
unbalanced grid condition the better tracking is achieved.
Key words: Vienna Rectifier, 5L-M2UPFR, Power factor,
average current control (ACC), Electrical Grid.

1. INTRODUCTION
An electrical grid is an interconnected community for
turning in electricity fromproviders to customers. It includes
producing stations that produce electric strength, highvoltage transmission strains that carry strength from distant
assets to call for facilities, and distribution strains that
connect person customers [1]. Power stations may be placed
near a gasoline supply, at a dam site, or to take advantage of
renewable strength assets, and are frequently positioned
away from closely populated areas. Multilevel converters
have become greater appealing for lots industry and
academia research. Most of the commercially to be had
multilevel inverters require a bulky section-shifted
transformer with multiple bridge rectifiers linked at the
front-stop aspect [1, 2]. However, the quantity and the load
of such configuration are large and heavy. In addition, more
losses are skilled in the transformer during low utilization
because of its middle resistance [3, 4]. Several new
transformers less multilevel rectifier topologies with low
switching frequency operation had been reported in the
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performed accurate performance and additionally confirmed
that the clear out length may be extensively reduced in spite
of the low switching frequency operation. However, each of
those topologies has its limitations and disadvantages. For
example, a complex manipulate algorithm is needed to
stability the flying capacitors of the three-section megastarconfigured PUC topology. While in the case of RPC-DCR
topology, simplest two switches are decreased in each
phase-leg however the general aspect counts are not notably
optimized. Hence, large wide variety of gate drivers and
remote gate supplies are still required. As for the DCLP-FC
topology, a very good arrangement of hybrid technique is
delivered to reduce 50% of the switching gadgets compared
with both conventional diode clamped and flying capacitor
rectifiers. Nevertheless, a complete of eight dc capacitors is
nevertheless needed for this 3-section topology to synthesize
a 5-stage segment voltage stepped waveform. Due to the
involvement of dc electrolytic capacitors, the lifetime of the
power converter will ultimately be suffering from the
thermal getting old. This paper offers a new value-effective
transformer less a couple of poles multilevel unity power
thing rectifiers (M2UPFR). The proposed three-phase
M2UPFR makes use of simplest six switches to synthesize a
5-stage enter segment voltage stepped waveform,
consequently the aspect counts are substantially reduced. A
low switching frequency operation with the common
cutting-edge control (ACC) method is applied for the grid
modern harmonic reimbursement.
Moreover, the manage set of rules is developed with
observer method. Thus, a decrease cost solution is finished
with the discount of measurement sensors needed for the
remarks manage loop not like the proposed switching
method provided in [5]. In addition to that, top notch
dynamic reaction is demonstrated with the expected
performances of both grid voltage and load modern-day
during unbalanced grid condition.
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2. Objective
The main objective of this work is design a model to obtain
better efficiency with less total harmonic distortion and
improvise power factor using less component counts. To
design a cost effective transformer less a couple of pole unity
power factor rectifier.

3. Problem statement
From the study of various algorithm designed earlier,
various problem such as bulky model due to heavy
transformer, at high frequency the switching losses are
dominant, the output power range also effected, less power
factor, more total harmonics distortion, sometimes efficiency
also reduced. In this paper, in this paper we are focusing on
power factor and the total harmonic distortion of output
power.

4. FIVE-LEVEL MULTIPLE-POLE UNITY POWER
FACTOR RECTIFIER TOPOLOGY

Fig 1: Unidirectional 5L-M2UPFR with the balancing
circuit

4.2 Controller Design
4.2.1 Unity Power Factor Control

4.1 Basic Operating Principle
A 5-stage (5L) M2UPFR topology with balanced load
is shown in Fig. 1 is built the usage of three-level (3L)
VIENNA rectifier cells in each phase-leg. The multiple-pole
multilevel diode-clamped inverter concept is similar to the
multiple pole structure [6]. Hence, the output terminals of
both VIENNA rectifier cells are linked to the respective dc
capacitors with the resource of balancing circuit as
distinctive in [7, 8]. Based on switching state selection and
the direction of phase current the overall performance of
this method is synthesized in which each cell is
characterized with the three level input voltage stepped
waveform. The proposed five-level (5L) multiple-pole
VIENNA rectifier (MVR) presented in this paper (Fig.1)
achieves a good overall performance with reduced number
of components while operating at lower switching
frequency. The balanced voltage across the dc-link
capacitors and precise operation of bidirectional switches
synthesizes a fivelevel stepped input voltage waveform.
Thus, low input current distortion and high input power
factor are achieved. The requirement of input line
inductance is as well reduced due to lower THD.

This power factor control both load current and grid voltage
which can be seen in the circuit diagram below. The
controller structure is constructed using synchronous
reference frame (SRF) current control [9]. The complicated
phase locked loop design is used in d-q transformation to
limit control bandwidth.

Fig. 2: Block diagram of the unity power factor controller
with the grid voltage and load current observers
The dc-link voltage control carried at outer loop and current
control carried at the inner loop [6]. The dc equivalent
capacitors current is calculated by the outer loop control and
regulates the output dc link voltage. Meanwhile, the load
current is formulated from the power balanced principle.
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Fig 3: The Load current observer
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Fig 5: Peak detector of the grid voltage for the reference
sinusoidal wave

4.2.2 Voltage Control
The dc-link voltage is regulated with a simple proportional –
integral controller which is expressed as follows

The carrier-based ACC scheme is applied for the proposed
5L-M2UPFR and allows the desired voltage space vector to
be modulated using simple analogue comparators. By doing
so, lower cost implementation and lesser computational
effort needed are achieved.

4.2.4 Grid Voltage
Where, Kp is the proportional gain of the dc-link voltage
regulator and ti is the settling time of the dc-link voltage
tracking and the approximation value of Kp is obtained from
the energy storage model. According to stability criteria, the
proportional gain of the control system expressed in below
equation.

4.2.3 Current Control
The grid current control technique of the active
rectifier can be classified into four categories such as space
vector modulation (SVM) [10, 11], fix hysteresis band
current control (FHBCC) [9, 12], variable hysteresis band
current control [13] and ACC [12, 14]. The SVM scheme
requires high computational effort due to the complex sector
control algorithm required for higher voltage stepped level
rectifier topology [15]. Both HBCC and ACC can overcome
the stated problems of SVM scheme. However, FHBCC
scheme exhibits the disadvantage of variable switching
frequency which complicates the design of the input
inductance filter.
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Fig 6: Grid voltage observer

5. CONCLUSION
The proposed 5L-M2UPFR method provides higher
reliability of three phase power supply at extreme
unbalanced condition of grid. The reduction in sensor
improves system failures and by this method unity power
factor with less total harmonics distortion is obtained. Most
important is that we can design light weight and high power
density using this method.

Fig 4: Energy stored model
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Several observer strategies had been proposed for
numerous varieties of rectifier configuration [16-18].
Besides the benefit of disposing of the sensors needed, the
observer approach reduces the size of converter and offers a
lower production cost as well. Even though the statistics of
three phase grid currents are enough to derive and estimate
the ac and dc voltages, but huge dc hyperlink voltage ripples
are experienced throughout the computational manner.
Hence, inflicting high enter cutting edge total harmonic
distortion (THD) inside the grid.
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